
FSC-Collet and STS Preset Driver 
for STM Ordering Guide
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If you know what STM Holder is being used and the dimensions of the tap, 
then it is easy to find the right FSC Collet and Preset Driver to order. The 
dimensions of the tap are the most important pieces of information.

*In this example let’s assume   
you have a BT30-STM18-90 
Holder

*In this example let’s also 
assume the diameter of the 
Tap is 10.5mm and the drive 
square is 8.0mm

? ?

With the information from the tap and 
knowing what holder you have, you can use 
this information to pick the right FSC Collet
and preset driver

**Follow from slide 7 if you only have the tap 
dimensions.**

How to order FSC Collet and Preset Driver for STM Holder

8.0mm

10.5mm
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Example: How to choose a right size collet 
for the holder BT30-STM18-90

Step 1 :  Find the collet series

BT30-STM18-90 FSC – 16 series

Collet Series
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Example: How to choose a right size collet for the holder BT30-STM18-90

Step 2 :  What type of coolant do you need?

Center-Thru Coolant Collet
(Tools with coolant holes)

Collet-Thru Coolant Collet
(Tools without coolant holes)

FSC –16 OH

Collet Series

FSC –16 C

Collet Series

** use OH type for dry applications
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Our assumed tap shank diameter is 10.5
So you need to order based on this information:

Example: How to choose a right size collet for the holder BT30-STM18-90

FSC-16-10.5-OH

FSC-16-10.5-C
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Example: How to choose a right size preset 
driver for the holder BT30-STM18-90

Step 1 :  Find the preset driver series

BT30-STM18-90 STS – 18 series

Preset Driver Series
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Example: How to choose a right size preset driver for the holder BT30-STM18-90

you know you need STS-18  & you know the square of the tap is 8.0mm

In the prior steps you also know you have the FSC-16-10.5-**

The preset driver you need is: STS18-□8.0

Square
size

The FSC Collet you need is: FSC-16-10.5-**

** find the full list on page 11 and 12
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How to find the right Holder, collet, and preset 
driver for your tap.

8.0mm

10.5mm

What if you only have the tap and need to get a holder, FSC collet and 
preset driver? Luckily the measurements from the tap is all you need to 
find the other pieces of the set.

By knowing just the shank diameter
and drive square measurements, you 
can find the rest of the missing parts.

Just like before in this example 
assume a 10.5mm shank diameter 
and an 8.0mm drive square
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8.0mm

10.5mm

= ød

= B

Example: How to find FSC Collet, Preset driver, and STM Holder for your tap

Step 1: Find where the shank 
diameter and drive square 
measurements fall on the same line

**find the full list on page 11 and 12
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8.0mm

10.5mm

Example: How to find FSC Collet, Preset driver, and STM Holder for your tap

Step 2: Find the FSC Collet, Preset 
Driver, and STM holder series 
information on the same line.

*OH for center thru coolant or dry  C for Collet thru coolant

**find the full list on page 11 and 12
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8.0mm

10.5mm

Example: How to find FSC Collet, Preset driver, and STM Holder for your tap

Step 3: Find the holder that fits 
your Spindle and needs. you’ll 
assume BT30 in the example.

FSC-16-10.5-OH or C STS18□8.0STM18

FSC Collet: Preset driver:

BT30-STM18-XXSTM Holder:
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Guides for finding FSC Collet and Preset Driver

ANSI
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Guides for finding FSC Collet and Preset Driver

JIS and DIN


